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ABSTRACT 

The work consists in presenting a composition of various quadrangular pieces made 

of cement, made from the development of a new technique of fresco. This technique is 

inspired by the traditional fresco and its development in the academic environment provided 

new alternatives of processes and solutions. During the process of manufacturing of the 

pieces, the image is painted or printed on different types of plastic acetate. This material is 

placed on the bottom of wooden formworks, then the fresh cement mortar is poured over 

these images. During the cement drying, the transfer of the images present in the plastic 

acetate to the surface of the pieces occurs. The images transferred to the cement pieces 

feature abstract brushstrokes of blue color, which are forms inspired by Asian porcelain and 

Sumi-ê painting, more precisely, the Chinese and Japanese arts. All the pieces have the 

same measures in what consists height and length, and with that the face of each piece has 

the regular configuration of a square. The depth in some pieces range between 2, 3 and 5 

centimeters. In other pieces, the depth follows the same measure of its height and length, 

thus bringing the geometry of the cube. The heights of the pieces vary, as well as the 

measure of the square obey to a multiple (62.15 centimeters), in order to allow formal 

variations in the composition of the whole work. All this geometry is linked to a peculiar 

process, where the visual content of each module has an aesthetic autonomy, rooted in a 

methodology about concepts of experimentation, chaos, followed by the establishment of an 

order (Plaza) and perception of chance (Ostrower). In this way, the painting is executed, 

generating a variety of compositional possibilities, allowing its application in the design, 

architecture and visual arts. 

Keywords: 1. Fresco technique. 2. Asian porcelain. 3. Sumi-ê. 4. Module. 5. Aesthetic 

Autonomy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This research aims to show an artistic product with unique characteristics, that has 

flexibility in use and that articulates with several areas such as artistic, architectural and 

urban spaces. The intention in presenting this research is to enable the viability of a product-

reaching regarding their possibilities, being able to transit and intervene in the architectural 

and urban space. 

The research investigates the paths in the search for a work that allows its insertion in 

the most varied spaces, which here is explored and legitimized through various concepts, 

among which they are present within the thoughts that govern artistic and architectural 

making.  

Loading in itself the empirical character, the construction of the work concept began 

to emerge as the research was being developed, since the creation of the product had not 

obtained a pre-established project, but here building a method, based on chance, arising of a 

series of experiments. 

This research demonstrates the development of artistic work, from the division into 

established stages, and from these stages, its final objective was presented and traced. 

In addition, the research conceptualizes thinking at the moment that demonstrates the 

work's functionality. This action starts from the unitary vision of each piece, starting in a 

second moment, for more complex compositions, where they are constituted by the set of 

varied pieces of different sizes. 

 

  



 

 

 

PROBLEMATIC 

 

Art vs Architecture 

Over time the idea about an ideal city does not exist, within the urban space 

everything is contaminated and transformed all the time. The metropolises assume a 

dynamic mutation, in which the city idealized by the modernists cannot absorb, this is due to 

the metropolitan condition being fragmented, diffuse, amorphous, unlimited and out of 

control. Chaos and order are destroyed dichotomies and there are no predetermined 

concepts. 

“It is not just the museum's territory, as almost unique container works 
and works of contemporary art. As a result of this dispossession, the 
relations of art multiply through links: art / city, art / nature, art / life”. 

(NAVAS, 2009, p.60). 
 

 According to the statement of the artist Richard Serra1 , architects are extremely 

reactionary, when adapting art from a diluted pre-definition in architecture, for Serra, art, 

when inserted from this diluted conception, ceases to serve itself and with that it is forced or 

persuaded to serve the values of others. 

Art exists only for urban audiences, be it the masses or ghettos. Art in the city makes 

use of structural diversity and activates segregated spaces, energizes abandoned places 

and revitalizes historic buildings, also art gives a new meaning to the relationship between it 

and architecture. 

All spaces in the city have the potential to house contemporary works of art, thanks to 

this, art restructures built spaces and subverts order, thus creating its own spaces. 

                                       

 

 

1
 Richard Serra (1938 - current): he is an American minimalist video sculptor and artist known for working with 

large-scale metal plate assemblies. 

Source: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Serra> 



 

 

 

"If there is evidence in this field, it is that contemporary artistic 
practices" have functionality "in different locations. Because art keeps 
negotiating its spheres, it cultivates the border prosperity of its actions 
in parallel with the reflection of its inscriptions in spaces. Often work 
and place do not differ, they interpenetrate. (...) the big change is that 
art does not need to have a territory now, it can create it. ” (NAVAS, 
2009, p.61 / 62) 

 

Figure 1. Detail from Holocaust-Denkmal Figure 2. View from Holocaust-Denkmal 

  
 

 FIGURES SOURCES 01-02: TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

 From cultural architecture, contemporary museums express a conflicting dichotomy 

between art and the built space, here Architecture and exhibitions have an aestheticization 

process in their presentations. 

The museums become monumental, their emblematic spaces are the local and 

international symbol of power, status, cultural distinction and architectural innovation, and in 

these spaces the international circuit of contemporary art must pass. 

The museums that make use of the concept "White Cube" have in their spatial 

structure superimposed free plans, in some cases accessible to the viewer through 

escalators. These museums have spaces that provide regularity in the observer's way. An 

example of this, in the “white cube” style is MoMA, in New York.  

Another example of a museum that opposes the concept of “white cube” space is the 

Guggenheim Museum; here the plans projected in a spiral format denote a spatial 

occupation of continuous and uniform progression, guaranteeing a new relationship with the 

public. 

 



 

 

 

“Formatted under the strictest modern precepts, MOMA's space is 
framed in the concept of white cube and, therefore, requires the 
viewer to have a restrained, contemplative, almost ritualistic passive 
attitude that favors a perceptual museographic experimentation 
subordinated to historical linearity - in contrast, the modern and also 
purist Guggenheim, with ascending and spiraling planes, molded 
under the pragmatism of action, this museum favor the movement, 
raising thus the physical trial of the viewer. From this reasoning, if we 
establish an analogy between the spaces of Guggenheim and MOMA, 
we can see that, from a historical perspective, the proposal of different 
temporalities implies the use of different museographic logics.” 
(CASTILLO, 2008, p.118). 

 

Figure 3. Front view of MoMA in New York Figure 4. Interior of MoMA in New York 

  
 

FIGURES SOURCES 03-04: TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

Figure 5. Front view from the Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum in New York. 

Figure 6. View of the dome from the Solomon 
R. Guggenheim Museum in New York 

  
 

FIGURE SOURCES 05-06: TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

  



 

 

 

 
Figure 7. View of the corridors from the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York 

 

 
 

FIGURE SOURCE 07: SOUSA, Gisela 

 

The celebrated space of the white cube continues to be a possible form for 

exhibitions today, but it is not the only type of exhibition space that exists. The “white cube” 

spaces are not the best types of spaces to adapt to contemporary art experiments, because 

the white cube does not allow art that directly interacts with the built space such as the art 

installations, the site specific and the in situ. 

“The museum's space is no longer the final space for the work's 
consecration, but it becomes a starting point due to the density of its 
symbolic meanings. The museum becomes frame and context, "raw 
material of creation." Obviously, within this conception, all the more 
traditional concepts related to permanence, to the previously 
established, to the static must be reexamined. ” (FREIRE, 1999, p.51) 

 

 Contemporary art calls for a greater dialogue between architecture and visual arts, in 

order to consolidate what has already been discussed in modernism: the synthesis of the 

arts. Nowadays art gains other needs and dimensions, the search is not for a synthesis, but 

for the integration between architecture and art. 

 

Art and Architecture from the modernist to the contemporary current 

From the minimalism present in the vanguards of the sec. XX, art becomes part of a 

predefined project, and in this way, it is synthesized to modern architecture when inserted 

into urban spaces from the homogeneity of languages. Here art obeys a functionalist 

principle, this model differs from contemporary cities, because in contemporary times, art is 

integrated with architecture through hybridism, miscegenation and metamorphosis. 



 

 

 

Even in the contemporary architecture model, there is a differentiation from the 

modern architecture model thanks to the creation of new languages that are always in 

transition: interventions, art / process, use of electronic equipment, holograms, bioart, 

webart, artist books. “There is no longer a universal acceptance of architecture as a universal 

analogy of the project” (BANHAM, 1961, p.44). 

In contemporary architecture, art follows the fragmentation model, the insertions of works of 

art in urban spaces are characterized by plurality, discontinuity and rupture. 

  

"What history will show us in the following years is that the present 
and future manifestations of urban arts live from the diversity and 
chaos of cities, far from the systematisations and ordinances that are 
implicit - but never achieved - in modern projects." (BASSANI, 2009, 
P.8) 

 

Figure 8. View from behind the Curial Chapel 
of São Francisco de Assis in Belo Horizonte, 

Brazil 

Figure 9. View from inside the São Francisco 
de Assis Curial Chapel in Belo Horizonte, 

Brazil 

  
 

FIGURE SOURCE  08-09: TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

In modern cities the synthesis of the arts does not follow the spontaneity, it is 

opposed to medieval cities where the environment is built through the overlapping of 

historical layers, and art in this context, daily reaffirms the history and culture of the city. 

  



 

 

 

 

“The city is a work of art, but in its spaces there are other works (sub-
themes of urbanism elevated to art) with their own vocabularies and 
syntax, in the intra-urban plane architecture is architecture, sculpture 
is sculpture, painting is painting, within this, nothing is mixed or 
contaminated and everything is divided civilly into spaces in the city. 
The relationships between different arts are pre-defined and 
predictable, everything is part of the plan and the project. ” (BASSANI, 
2009, p.11) 

  



 

 

 

GOALS 

 

The goals in this work obey the following specifications: 

 Contribution to the urban context from a work conceived within a fragmented model, 

built from plurality, discontinuity and rupture. 

 Provide the transition between different types of spaces, ranging from space-style 

"White Cube", to the urban space. 

 Bring evident materiality in the work from three moments: 

a) Through its geometry (volumetric) as a physical support for the abstract  painting. 

b) Through the ephemeral character of the painting that originates from the 

brushstrokes gestures. 

c) From the contrast between the physical structure of the piece and the abstract 

painting, which generates a duality that enhances the materiality. 

 Contextualize the work in open and closed urban and architectural spaces, through 

the idea of dichotomy, which generate harmony both in the physical balance of 

plasticity and in the general concept of the work. 

  



 

 

 

CHAPTER 1. METHODOLOGY 

 

1.2 Research Object 

The conception of the artistic work began in 2016 and was developed within the 

academic environment. The initial idea was to develop a piece consists of white cement from 

a new technique fresco2. 

Figure 10. Drawing on transparency using 
cement pigment. 

 

Figure 11. Drawing on transparency using 
cement pigment. 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Experimentation of the mortar 
consistency. 

 

Figure 13. Design of wooden forms. 

 
SOURCE FIGURES 10-13: TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

                                       

 

 

2
 Mural painting technique, performed on a plaster base or wet lime mortar - thanks to this the name of the 

technique is derived from the Italian expression Fresco - in which the artist must apply pure pigments diluted only 
in water. 
Source: <http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/termo26/afresco> 



 

 

 

The research aims to demonstrate some procedures and methods, where the 

proposal is developed from the fresco technique employed. 

In the process of this technique, images are drawn or printed on different surfaces of 

transparency sheets, figures 10 and 11, and when in contact with fresh white mortar, the 

image present on the sheet is transferred to the surface of the piece. This transfer process 

occurs during the drying of the cement. 

The images above demonstrate the conception of the work at three moments: the 

execution of the drawings with blue pigment being tested on different types of transparency 

sheets, figures 10 and 11, the experimentation of the mortar consistency, figure 12, and the 

design of the formwork that delimits the geometry of each piece,  figure 13. 

In the process, different types of materials were tested, such as acetate sheets and 

overhead transparencies. Various types of inks were also tested in the execution of the 

drawing, (pigments for cement and prints made from inkjet printers). The texture of the 

mortar was taken into account, where the consistency was sometimes more liquid and 

sometimes less liquid and dense. For the mortar recipe was used the proportion of two parts 

of fine sand - 0.05 to 0.042mm, to  one part of Portland white cement. 

In the technique process, the executed drawing is deposited at the bottom of the 

formwork, figure 14, then the fresh mortar, figures 15 and 16 is poured over it. Then, the 

piece is manually vibrated to remove air bubbles, leaving in this way, the mortar compact 

(see figure 17). 

After several attempts, a method of transferring of the drawn and the printed images 

was achieved; where the images could leave the surface of the transparency sheets and be 

transferred  to the surface of the cement pieces (figure 18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 14. Drawing executed and deposited 
at the bottom of the formwork. 

Figure 15. Pouring the mortar over the 
drawing.                                

 
 

FIGURES SOURCE 14-15: Photo Takahachi, Estela 

 

Figure 16. Pouring the mortar over the 
drawing. 

Figure 17. Manual vibration of the mortar 
while it still fresh. 

  

 
Figure 18. Images transferred from the transparency sheet to the surface of the workpiece. 

 
 

FIGURE SOURCES 16-18: Photo TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

The manufacturing process of the piece begins with the painting performed on the 

acetate located at the bottom of the formwork (Figure 14), then the mortar is deposited over 

the paintwork (Figure 15) until the formwork is completely filled (Figure 16). It is necessary to 

vibrate the mortar manually to remove any air bubbles that may cause flaws to the piece 



 

 

 

(Figure 17). From then on, the cement drying process starts for 28 days until the piece is 

finished (Figure 18). 

From these results, transfer levels were also defined. These levels include the most 

accurate to the least accurate level. The parameter to determine the level of precision takes 

into account the intensity of the color. Any flaws present in the transferred image are also 

analyzed. 

Other variables also influence the final results, where the use of different brands of 

cement pigments was observed in the execution of the drawings. For example, between the 

different brands of pigments the same color was used, and with this the tones varied from the 

lightest to the most intense, going to the darkest. 

Figure 19. Differences in transfer levels of images 

with flaws in color and shape, thus having a lower 

level of accuracy. 

Figure 20. Difference in transfer levels of 
images with few flaws in color and shape, 
thus having a higher level of accuracy 

 

 

FIGURE SOURCES 19-20: Photo TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

The two images above show the different transfer levels of the drawings on the 

cement surface. The consistency of the mortar used in the process of the two pieces was the 

same, a mortar that is neither as liquid nor as dry. It was observed that different materials 

were used in each of the pieces. 

 



 

 

 

The piece in figure 19 used a colorless transparent acetate sheet and cement 

pigment from the brand called “Xadrez” - here the piece has a measurement of 10 X 10 cm. 

The piece in figure 20 used a transparency sheet for overhead projector with an image 

printed with white and black inkjet - here the piece has a measurement of 30 X 30 cm. 

Regarding the transfer level, the part of figure 19 reached the degree of less 

precision, while the part of figure 20 reached a degree of greater precision. 

With the technique established, new questions were developed throughout the 

process, such as, for example, an increasing duality was observed between the delicate 

process of transferring the printed and drawn image, contrasting with the hardness and 

concrete materiality of the cement. 

The empirical work, made from experiments, brought satisfactory results, and from 

these results, it is possible to arrive to a concept based on the transfer between cement and 

image. The concept established here made use of a new fresco technique inspired by 

traditional fresco. This technique was called contemporary fresco. 

 

1.2 Duality 

At this stage of work there was a need to develop a piece with a specific design, 

where an image drawn with a certain degree of imprecision could reinforce the duality 

between the ephemeral character of the image and the physical characteristics of the 

material, thus enhancing the concept of Contemporary Fresco. 

To make this possible, the technique required the use of acetate sheet during the 

transfer process from the drawing to the workpiece (figure 21), and with that, can be 

achieved an image with a greater degree of imperfection within the results (see Figure 22). 

  



 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Part manufacturing process: a painting 
is performed on the acetate at the bottom of the 

formwork 

Figure 22. Finished part 

 

 
 

 
SOURCE FIGURES 21-22: Photo TAKAHACHI, Estela 

 

With the concept of duality established, the work required a revision, there was a 

need to establish a visual balance, and for this, a rational order, a modulated mathematical 

measure, was established, which should be applied to the physical structure of the piece. 

The duality between the images of ephemeral character, in contrast to the materiality 

of the cement, found its balance point with the modular measurement of the square. The use 

of modulation in the structure of the piece was inspired by other artistic genres, including 

architecture, Asian painting of the sumi-ê3, (especially Japanese and Chinese porcelain), and 

also the avant-garde currents after the middle of the 20th century, focusing on a minimalist 

art4 

 

                                       

 

 

3
 SUMI-Ê is the Japanese word that means “black ink painting”. It is an East Asian painting and writing technique 

developed in ancient China, this painting and writing technique uses brush and ink on paper. Source: 
<http://www.sumiesociety.org/whatissumie.php> 

4
 Minimalist art refers to a trend in the visual arts that occurs in the late 1950s and early 1960s in New York, 

elevated to the main artistic center with the abstract expressionism of Jackson Pollock (1912-1956) and Willem de 
Kooning (1904-1997 ). 
Source: <http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/termo3229/minimalismo>. 



 

 

 

1.3 Adding Module 

For parts modulation was adopted measures in submultiples of 62.5 cm. This aimed 

to adapt the product in an efficient and rational way, inserting it to architectural spaces.  

The pieces were adapted into square shapes (see figures 23 and 24), their faces 

were ordered in three different measures of width and height: 6.25 cm, 12.5 cm and 18.75 

cm (see figure 24). Three depths were used for each of these three pieces, and the 

measurements of these depths were based on the proportion of prime numbers: 2, 3 and 5 

cm (see figure 28). 

The adoption of the 62.5 cm measurement as a parameter for the modulation of the 

pieces fulfilled several needs. Initially this measure is the measurement space for the 

passage of a single person, in addition, this modulation is easily found in architectural 

elements that obey technical standards, among these elements there are frames, sills, 

handrails, baseboards, door lintels and windows. 

“The definition of a module implies that all components, or a significant part 
of them, have their dimensions established by multiplication or fraction within 
the same unit. This facilitates obtaining the same measure within the 
combination of different elements. The result is a harmonic interrelation 
between the components and the total of the building.” (ARGENTINA, 1977, 
P.31) 

 

Figure 23. Part adapted to the square shape  Figure 24. Use of three different shape 
measures for the development of the pieces.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 25. Standardization of part thickness.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 26. Wooden formwork. Figure 27. Wooden formwork. 

  
 

 SOURCE FIGURES 23-27: Photo TAKAHACHI, Estela. 
 



 

 

 

Figure 28. Use of three measures for the parts fronts, and three height measures.

 
SOURCE FIGURE 28: Author's drawing. 

 

1.3 Adding Fixation 

After defining the concept of duality, which occurs from the creation of a piece with a 

modular structure, the work required an application on a smooth vertical support. This 

application allowed creating different compositions with own rhythms and visual structures. 

For that, the development of a fixation system was necessary, with the back of each 

piece requiring the creation of an adapted structure, where various wooden molds with 

dimensions smaller than 1cm in relation to the limit of each piece were developed. These 

molds are similar to stamps and when they are applied over the still fresh cement present in 



 

 

 

the mold, they print a negative space 5mm deep on the back of each piece. Furthermore, 

each mold has inclined edges that make the diagonal and negative space def ined (Figure 

31). 

The fixing system also has wire structures in square shape. These structures are 

deposited within the negative spaces printed by the stamp-type forms. In the wire structures, 

the corners of the square have lower heights than the handles used to support the piece, this 

allows part of the wire structure to be immersed in the cement while still fresh, thus adhering 

the wire structure to the whole piece after the drying of the cement (Figures 29, 30 and 32). 

Figure 29. Scheme for creating negative spaces at the back of the pieces 
 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 29: Author's drawing. 

Figure 30. Scheme application of the wire support on the negative area of the part. 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 30: Author's drawing. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 31. Image of the pieces after drying of the cement and the supports already attached 

 

 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 31: Author's photo. 

 

  



 

 

 

Figure 32. Schematic cross section of parts or modules. 

 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 32: Author's drawing. 

 

The application of the various pieces on a smooth vertical surface enabled a change, 

moving from a work of art enclosed in itself to, through a rational system, being incorporated 

into the scale of the architectural space, and making this space an element that performs 

functions that combine aesthetic and functional values, as can be exemplified in figures 33 

and 34.   



 

 

 

Figure 33. Image of the product applied on a smooth vertical surface.  

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 33: Photo Takahachi, Estela. 

 

  



 

 

 

Figure 34. Image of the product applied on a smooth vertical surface.  

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 34: photo by TAKAHACHI, Estela. 

 

 

1.4 Adding Design 

Other developments were observed after the duality of the concept between the 

ephemeral image, as opposed to the rational and modulated material, made from cement. 

New parts were developed with varying proportions. However, the modular proportion of 

0.625m was maintained. The intention was to plastically explore a new three-dimensionality 

of the piece, matching all measures of length, height and depth. In this new three-



 

 

 

dimensionality, cubic shapes with measures of 18.75 cm, 12.5 cm and 6.25 cm were 

developed (figures 35 and 36). 

With the possibility of operating modular elements with different pre-established 

measures, in addition to the territory of architecture, new uses for design were opened, 

where it is possible to develop new concepts of objects such as urban furniture. This new 

three-dimensionality explored here brings infinite possibilities for using the pieces from the 

creation of different objects (figures 37 and 38). 

 

Figure 35. Cement pieces with modulated 
cubic shapes. 

Figure 36. Study of composition from modulated 
cubic cement pieces. 

 

  
SOURCE FIGURE 35: photo by TAKAHACHI, Estela. SOURCE FIGURE 36: Author's drawing. 

 

  



 

 

 

Figure 37. Urban furniture project 
(Parklet), using modulated cubic 

pieces. 

Figure 38. Illustration of urban furniture in 3 
dimensions. 

 

 

 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURES 37-38: Author's drawing. 

 

  



 

 

 

CHAPTER 2. JUSTIFICATION 

The execution of this work is structured from the integration between Art and Architecture, 

and from this union, its theme is justified from three thoughts: 

1 - Proposed by the Bauhaus School that seeks a new aesthetic synthesis and that unites art 

with architecture:  

“On the one hand, it should achieve, by integrating all the arts and 
manufactures under the primacy of architecture, a new aesthetic 
synthesis. On the other hand, it should reach, through the execution of 
aesthetic production, the needs of the broader layers of the 
population, obtaining a social synthesis.” (BURDEK,2010,p.33) 

2- Thought that is justified based on the concept of the enhancement of architectural spaces, 

idealized from the use of cement coating and named by the author of this research as “From 

Liquid to Concrete”. From the expression of this artistic genre, it is possible to find a 

resonance of the Brazilian Baroque tradition in architecture, in which there is a strong 

reference related to the morphology of this style, specifically to the ornament that was so 

cherished in the colonial period, and which in another way, is found in the work of Athos 

Bulcão. The coating goes beyond this historical issue and seeks to enhance the architectural 

spaces to which it is inserted, since: “Even though it has a high value from an intrinsically 

artistic point of view, his work has enriched, in such a way, the uniqueness of the Brazilian 

architectural language that will be always associated with it.” (LOPES, 2009, p.29) 

3- Themes from the micro and macro scales where the components exist, (these represent 

each of the pieces that make up the work), and the context (this represents the meaning that 

the composition brings, when composed of a set of components). Besides, here the thought 

is also justified with the analyzes that go from the aesthetic morphology (light and shadow, 

lines and masses, shape and background); going to the set of more complex compositions, 

which bring issues such as analytical ordering systems (with the support of geometry), this 

whole concept is present in both artistic and architectural thinking, as in the following quote: 

“Art is not donates to the world as semantic information, but as aesthetic information.” 

(PLAZA, 2003, p.40) 

“Until the work is completed and it, with its overall structure and 
balance, becomes a configured and configuring context, all details 
remain undefined. Its meaning will be defined and realized in the final 
configuration. However, it need not be a single definition. The 
elements that enter the composition can participate in several formal 
relationships at different structural levels at the same time, otherwise, 
they can simultaneously perform functions of component and context - 
"component", in relation to a higher level, and "context" compared to a 
lower level.” (OSTROWER, 2013, p.36) 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 3. CONCEPTS 

 

In all the thoughts developed in this work, the scientific model was adopted as a 

method. The scientific method is based on experimentation, the objective is to arrive at an 

artistic expression, which is the result of several stages and experiments based on specific 

techniques and materials. Simultaneously with the technical procedures, the questions 

presented by Julio Plaza, in his text “Art / Science”, were considered (PLAZA). In this text, 

differences and similarities between Art and Science are mentioned, and from this analysis 

the most varied models of thought that approach the concept of work are analyzed, where 

possible common territories between art and science are listed, because:  

“The appropriation by the artist of representational schemes of a 
scientific nature constitutes a legal and necessary resource, of an 
intertextual character, which, transposed to a new order (even if it is a 
disorder), will serve the artist to think and elaborate his ideas and / or 
mental models.” (PLAZA, 2003, p.41) 

The morphology, both of the materiality of the pieces present in the component's 

view, and of the composition that generates a contextual view, is now constructed and then 

deconstructed, in all the morphological views of the components and contexts, there is a 

synthesis that is organized from of duality between two opposing forces. Among these forces 

we can mention the ephemeral image in opposition to the materiality of the concrete, and 

order in opposition to disorder. At work, the synthesis is present through the use of 

dichotomy to achieve an essential balance. 

In the work, the methodology to create this morphology based on synthesis, made 

use of two mental models, the first is based on order from a micro scale, the second model is 

born from a macro scale based on chaos. This movement, from the micro to the macro, 

forms a third organized mental model based on disorder. In this new model the order, which 

aims to bring balance to the structure of the components, can be deconstructed from the 

perspective of the context, (macro composition), this is because the compositions in multiple 

pieces, do not follow a hierarchical order pre-established in their fixation, and then 

compositions are born from chance.  

This new model of morphology that arises from a movement of order, heading 

towards chaos, must be universal and must be transposed through a language, where the 

form of the components are harmonized with the content of the composition, this translation 

from a morphological model to a language consists initially in the use of modular measures 



 

 

 

present in each of the pieces, which are then integrated into a larger system of diagrams, a 

universal model based on mathematics is born from this language..  

 

3.1 Synthesis and Movement 

The idea of synthesis was the organizing thought, which brought balance between 

forces and structured an ordering, this synthesis was based on the freedom of abstract art 

present in the themes painted in blue, and these themes are opposed to the geometric order 

of the square, presented here as a regular form of support. 

This synthetic duality of extremes brought to work a closeness to another aspect, 

considered here and present in Japanese porcelain called Wabi Sabi, which seeks economy 

and reduction to a static point within a synthetic thought. In Western modernism, the object is 

reduced to a static point. "Buddhists who dictate wabi-sabi also try to reduce the object to a 

movement." (SHIGEMASA, 2015, p.4) 

The movement of duality, between the ephemeral image and the materiality of the 

cement piece, as well as the movement previously observed from the micro and macro 

scales, generates tensions between the polarities. From these tensions the topological 

relations are born: together and separated, inside and outside, open and closed. From the 

perception of a mental model based on a spatial reading there is a correspondence with 

affective situations, this generates in the viewer a complex of feelings of security or 

insecurity, feelings of support and warmth or feelings of fear and abandonment, there can 

also be feelings of pleasure and joy, distress and fear. In this, affective situations are 

identified, and thanks to this identification, spatial forms become symbolic forms. 

Search for the synthesis based on the idea of dichotomy - Ordering the modular 

measure from each piece - Definition of a universal language based on the system of 

diagrams - Movement that generates Tensions from Topological relations - Feelings that 

generate the Symbolic Form. 

Thus, the mental image of spatial relationships, inside / outside, open / 
closed, together / separated, encompasses a whole complex of 
feelings based on security or insecurity, feeling support, coziness, 
fearing being abandoned, pleasure, joy, distress or fear. We identify 
affective situations, spatial forms are always symbolic forms. 
(OSTROWER, 2013, p.91) 

Both in each piece and in the set of compositions the expressive content is articulated 

through spatial forms, and differs from the geometry that seeks an absolute thought. Within 



 

 

 

the work called by the author of this research as “From Liquid to Concrete”, sensitivity makes 

geometric symbolic shapes valuable, spatial dimensions such as width and height are not 

determined in the same way as in geometry; they are determined by sensitivity. 

3.2 Symbolic Field 

In the present work there is the use of the white square, and its geometric shape, 

when removed from the original context of the work, and ordered in the unitary scale without 

the blue color, is close to the thought of the visual artist Malevitch. With this, it is considered 

that the white square acquires a new symbolic meaning, expressing a thought of purity and 

immutability. On the other hand, here, the square expresses both the rational and the human 

aspects, but the human aspect can only be reached by sensitivity through a valuative look. 

From this a symbolism is born, thanks to the topological relations originated from the 

sensitivity, it is essential that the square must be seen beyond its absolute rationality. (see 

figure 40). 

According to the statements made by the author Ricardo Fabbrini, the white square is 

for modernists, the immutable and ideal form, it is a rational form that represents the 

universe. Through minimalism, the modernists try to express with the white square, the idea 

of the impassable and the materiality of the object, neutralizing the symbols and signs. This 

thought is opposite to the work “From Liquid to Concrete”. Here despite the use of the white 

square as a structure, there is a deconstruction of intransitoriality, this is due to relations that 

generate tensions and that are inherent to several elements present in the work, among 

which the highlight of the rhythmic diversification, generated by the varied sizes between 

each piece, in addition to the use of the color blue. 

The blue organic forms, painted on the cement pieces, represent the immaterial void, 

the changeable ephemeral, an example of this type of concept is present in Chinese 

porcelain, originated from the city of Jingdezhen (figure 39). Here there is a duality between 

the geometric shape and the non-geometric shape. In the same way, this is a characteristic 



 

 

 

present in the work of visual artist Yves Klein5, the use of blue forms turns the pieces, which 

previously had an original and real appearance, into immaterial objects. 

 

Figure 39. Chinese porcelain from the city of Jingdezhen 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 39: CAPUTO, Andrea 

 

The use of the blue color is intended to fix the immaterial dimension of the universe, 

where the dimensioning of an infinite space expresses a firmament. From the relationship 

between the immutable unit square and the infinite blue color, a transience movement is born 

(see figure 31). “The object hides the original and real aspect of the sculpture's surface and 

becomes a visual and immaterial object - the absolute real beyond blue is emptiness, the 

immaterial is the saturation of matter.” (RESTANY, 1979, p.102) 

The use of compositions, with different rhythms and geometric proportions, follows 

the same thought present in the work of the visual artist Mondrian 6 . Here rhythmic 

                                       

 

 

5
 Yves Klein is one of the most influential and well-known artists of the 20th century, he opened the way for the 

movements of conceptual, minimalist art and the performance movements that came in the future. 
Source: <http://www.40forever.com.br/o-azul-que-fascina-yves-klein> 
 

6
 Piet Mondrian was a Dutch modernist painter. He created the Neoplasticism artistic movement in 1917, 

collaborated with the magazine De Stijl and later with the forms of concrete painting. 
Source: <

http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/pessoa280202/piet-mondrian> 
 

http://www.40forever.com.br/o-azul-que-fascina-yves-klein


 

 

 

diversification is related to something infinite, a reduction of the nature. This movement is 

generated thanks to variations between the different measures of height, length and depth. 

All of this brings systemic relationships that make it possible to enhance the natural 

appearance of each square, also determining in this way the concepts of transition and 

balance (figure 42). 

 

The square, “the emblem of the modernist ambition” to create an 
“ideal shape” and “immutable”, is “a purely formal metaphor”, over 
time it became a “pandora box”, being shaped by “spiritual values”, 
transcendent (with the heroic vanguards) or intransitive (with the 
minimalist vanguard). The fact is that the square, the box or the cube, 
in the minimalist version, is a “construction figure” present in the 
“children's universe and in the most elaborate thoughts” (who 
attended, for example, "the most radical demands" of art avant-garde), 
is a metaphor for the “deconstruction games” of today. (FABBRINI, 
2002, p.66) 

  



 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Structure modulated cement free 
of abstract character painting. 

Figure 41. Painting of abstract character without 
the cement structure. 

 

 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 40: Author's drawing 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 41: Author's drawing 

 

Figure 42. Rhythmic diversification generated by the positioning of the pieces, within a system of 
diagrams. 

 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 42: Author's drawing 

 



 

 

 

3.3 Space, Form and Time 

The space is the structure, and in this space, there are physical limits that are defined 

before the painting is inserted into it. The surface of this space has margins and limits, and 

thanks to these limits there is the shape, precisely in the present work, there is the shape of 

the square. 

Form is also present in the structure and brings ordering. Our perception seeks 

ordering through the form and this is only present thanks to delimitations, because if this form 

cannot be delimited, there is no way to be perceived and, therefore, the ordering of the limits 

serves as a reference. 

Forms of space are the means and the way to our awareness, any 
emotional content we want to express and communicate to others are 
for us intuitively translated into space images. (OSTROWER, 2013, 
p.86) 

The relationships between forms and space, bring varied movements within the work, 

consequently there are varied notions of time, because movement is time. Among the 

movements, we highlight the horizontal and vertical lines, the dynamic diagonal lines, the 

spiral curves and spatial depth configurations. 

A process similar to what happens, in the relationship between space and time, is 

present within our perception. Here the experience of sensitivity is space. This space brings 

the notion of imaginative time thanks to the movements designed by mental forms; the more 

complex and dense these mental forms are in the work, the more time is abstract in our 

perception.  

Moreover, the notion of imaginative times, the mental forms that can 
overcome the sensory perception will lead to real abstraction, 
multiplying spaces of imagination and resizing the limits of our 
sensitivity. (OSTROWER, 2013, p.94) 

 

3.4 Gesture Abstraction 

Within the work, the image painted in blue must be opposed to the geometric 

structure of the square, so it is necessary to search for an abstract gesture, a visual form 

composed of an organic brushstroke, which can be opposed to the rigor of the square's 

geometry . 

In painting, the abstract gesture required the adoption of a morphological model to be 

followed, thus making it possible to establish a structure to the painted image. The most 



 

 

 

appropriate methodology adopted the use of an abstract gesture combined with topological 

relations, here the reference was sought from Piaget's studies. In his studies, Piaget 

searches for children's topological notions of space, these non-geometric notions are 

developed from abstract shapes, in addition, the children's drawn shapes come together and 

separate, enter and leave each other, all this brings the topological relationships of closed or 

open spaces that the work needed so much (figure 43). 

Figure 43. Development of children's doodle by a 2-year-old child. 

 
SOURCE FIGURE 43: Author's photo 
 

  



 

 

 

One of the most inspired inspirations that Piaget makes in the analysis 
of tests is that in childhood, children define the situations of figures 
and objects through topological notions of space. Their notions are 
non-geometric notions of surroundings (with this there is also 
children's disinterest in geometry). Things are developed by joining or 
separating, staying inside each other or outside in closed or open 
spaces. They are always spatial relationships that occur on a small 
scale and are experienced as physically interconnected events. 
(OSTROWER, 2013, P.91) 

Once the brushstroke gesture was established, based on a morphological model, it 

was necessary to establish a rational organization of this painted image. In the same way 

that a rational order was previously established in the modulated pieces, based on the 

concept of duality, the painted image also made use of a rational order. This order, different 

from the previous one, established a hierarchy of form composition. It is a system of 

diagrams inherent in the Japanese painting of sumi-e, and this system of composition 

establishes in the image 3 distinct areas: a dominant point, a subdominant point and another 

subordinate point (figures 44, 45 and 46). "Diagrams have been included to help understand 

how each painting follows a traditional pattern." (SHOZO,1984, p.28) 

  



 

 

 

 

Figure 44. Japanese painting Sumi-e 
hierarchy system  

Figure 45. Japanese painting Sumi-e hierarchy 
system 

  

 
SOURCE FIGURE 44-45: SHOZO, Sato 

 

Figure 46. Japanese painting Sumi-e hierarchy system, applied to work. 
 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 46: Author's photo 
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3.5 Diagrams 

In the work there are two types of diagram system, the first, present on the painted 

image in the unit scale of each piece, establishes a hierarchy of points of greatest attention in 

the composition of the painted image, this hierarchy is defined through the painter's 

sensitivity, and with this, the symbolic image is born, different from the definition of image 

established by the author Julio Plaza, in the text “Art and Science”, here the image is the 

result of the tensions inherent in topological relations: “They are signs that serve to 

complement or improve the incompleteness of words. These non-symbolic thought signs are 

of two classes: figures and diagrams or images. ” (PLAZA, 2003, p.41) 

The painted image is born from a hierarchy system defined through the artist's 

sensitivity, the image is the result of experiments and inventions, here there is no mediation, 

the conception of the image is close to the process of the American artist Richard Serra, 

where there is no previous planning, the image is born directly from chance, as there is a 

desire to transpose thought directly into action. 

On the macro scale the diagram system changes, here it uses a rational order based 

on the modulation of the parts. In this system there is no established hierarchy, the way of 

organizing the composition does not obey a sensitive thought, the system follows the rational 

language of mathematics, exempt from symbology.  

The rational order, employed within the macro scale, comes close to the thought of 

the architect Peter Eisenman. Here the order brings a strict syntactic decanting procedure, 

from this precise approach a mediation between the variables of the project and its resolution 

is born. 

Continuing on the macro scale, the tensions arising from topological relations are 

born by chance, through the deconstruction of the order previously established in each of the 

elements the chaos is established. The tensions that arise from topological relationships are 

not planned, these tensions are born randomly within chance. In the development of the 

composition, the adopted diagram system uses a rational language based on modulation, 

here there is no hierarchy of values to establish the position of the pieces, and in this way, 

unexpected tensions arise from the random fixation of pieces (Fig.47 , 48 and 49). “Both the 

specific project and its interiority can be written on the surface of a diagram that has inf inite 

possibility, or the inscription of impermanent marks and permanent features.” (EINSEMAN, 

1999, p.100) 



 

 

 

In some works by Athos Bulcão the same situation occurs, tensions arising from 

topological relationships are born from chance, Athos has abstract compositions from which 

he uses a system of diagrams, structured from the modulation of each piece, in this 

composition there is no defined hierarchy , and from this random placement of the tiles lies 

an expression. "Athos chooses abstract compositions that require a precise design to be 

followed, it is in the random placement of the tiles that his originality resides." (LOPES, 2009, 

p.28) 

Figure 47. Random composition using a diagram system.  

 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 47: BERNDT, Filipe 

 

  

https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjWkcbcr_XeAhWFkpAKHThmCbsQ_TIoADAPUAFYAg&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fcontacts%2Fu%2F0%2F%23contact%2F37ed4dde095ed61d&usg=AOvVaw0uizfQxGl8Ljwzn8_qEc-0


 

 

 

 

Figure 48. Random composition using a diagram system. 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 48: BERNDT, Filipe 

 

Figure 49. Random composition using a diagram system. 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 49: BERNDT, Filipe 

 

  

https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjWkcbcr_XeAhWFkpAKHThmCbsQ_TIoADAPUAFYAg&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fcontacts%2Fu%2F0%2F%23contact%2F37ed4dde095ed61d&usg=AOvVaw0uizfQxGl8Ljwzn8_qEc-0
https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjWkcbcr_XeAhWFkpAKHThmCbsQ_TIoADAPUAFYAg&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fcontacts%2Fu%2F0%2F%23contact%2F37ed4dde095ed61d&usg=AOvVaw0uizfQxGl8Ljwzn8_qEc-0


 

 

 

3.6 Influences on the adopted process and methods 

In this research, the empirical process, based on experimentation, was one of the principles 

that organized the concept to establish aesthetic, technical and scientific parameters within 

the work. In addition to this, another principle, also with a genealogical character, helped in 

the construction of the concept of the work, this principle is present within the method of work 

development and is organized based on steps (figure 50). 

Figure 50. Organizational chart of work production divided into stages and years  

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 50: photo of the author 

  

The development of the first piece was born from several experiences, and with the 

use of chance, it was possible to bring to light the conscience, the need to create a cement 

coating piece, during the construction site classes in 2015. 

From the creation of this first piece, the empirical process was adopted, and it 

followed an order of organization in stages of work, where at first, in the year 2016, a transfer 

technique was sought between the painted or printed images in different types of 



 

 

 

transparencies sheets, to the surface of the cement pieces during the material drying 

process. 

In parallel to this process, the work acquired indirect influences from the development 

of concepts regarding duality, which were already present in the series of paintings entitled: 

“Connections and Movements”, performed by the author of this work in 2016. 

The research of the series of paintings “Connections and Movement”, performed with 

the oil paint on canvas technique, explores a duality based by the opposition of the elements. 

It´s used the impasto painting technique, which is inherent to the figures in foreground that 

opposes to the painted background made with drained watery paint texture (figure 51).    

Figure 51. Oil painting from the series “Connections and Movements” 

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 51: BERNDT, Filipe 

 

The development of the series of oil paintings had a decisive influence within the 

development process of the work "From Liquid to the Concrete", since here the duality, 

based on the opposing dichotomies, is repeated in the same way as in the paintings, 

however conversely, because the ephemeral character now corresponds to the watery 

texture background, and the materiality is in the foreground image thanks to impasto loaded 

ink. 

In this research, the question of micro and macro scales, present both in the unitary 

view of each piece, and in the composition of the set with various pieces, was indirectly 



 

 

 

influenced by the videoinstallation called “Micro & Macro”, a work that was developed in 2017 

by the author of this work, and is also part of the “Connections and Movement” series (figure 

52). 

Figure 52. Videoinstallation of the “Connections and Movements series”    

 
 

SOURCE FIGURE 52:  https://vimeo.com/247461776 

 

In the video installation “Micro & Macro” the oil painting, present in the center of the 

work, represents the macro view of the structure, at the extremities of the work there are 

animations in videos, where the drawing of each neuron represents the micro view of the 

structures. 

In the work “From Liquid to Concrete”, each piece forms a component in the micro 

view, and from the union of the various pieces that the macro view is built within the context. 

The same process occurs in videoinstallation, here each component represents the micro 

view with the structure of the neuron, and from the union of the components, a macro 

structure appears in a context, here the macro structure is represented by the painted trunk 

figure. 

The construction of aesthetics and the general concept of the work goes on to a new 

stage, and after several experiences, the work has matured thanks to the idea of synthesis, 

where abstract forms should have the ephemeral character, and for this, the technique 

required a degree of imprecise transference between the image painted on a transparency 

https://vimeo.com/247461776


 

 

 

sheet and the cement surface, only with this the duality based on a dichotomy could reach 

the conceptual balance. 

In this stage of the work, the synthesis based on abstract forms of ephemeral 

character, sought a reference in the Asian arts of porcelain and sumi-e painting. So far, the 

conceptual balance has been achieved, but there was still an aesthetic balance with an order 

that could organize a composition into several pieces. The option was to adopt the geometry 

of the square for each piece, with a modulation of 0.625m, where the organization of 

proportions followed three square measures of 6.25m, 12.5cm and 18.75cm with the height 

of each piece varying between 2, 3 and 5cm. 

The modular order brought the perfect balance to the work as a whole, and thanks to 

the system of diagrams generated indirectly by modulation, a second order emerged based 

on chance. Here this new order organizes the macro compositions, inserts them within the 

system of diagrams with several pieces that are randomly established in the composition. 

In a later step, other technical issues were developed, such as the fixing system of 

the pieces to smooth vertical surfaces. In this new stage, only one position was thought for 

each piece to be fixed, however, at the moment when the compositions were multiple and 

varied, there was a need to fix each piece in four different positions. This need made 

possible the emergence of topological relationships in the work, and consequently the 

symbolic image. 

Subsequently new developments in the work were developed, variations in geometry 

made it possible to create sculptural cubic shapes, and these shapes maintained the use of 

the 0.625m modulation. The compositions of these new pieces take on a new meaning, 

move from architecture to design, and can be part of the construction of objects such as 

furniture. 

At this stage, the intention is not to go deeper into the question of the sculptural cubic 

form, this object alone does not structure itself, its use in design must be associated with 

other materials for the construction of an object, because only in this way, the cubic piece 

gains some functionality. The pieces with varying sizes between 2, 3 and 5 cm are more 

autonomous, and work by themselves in architectural spaces.  

  



 

 

 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

The development of the pieces, carried out from 2015 to 2017, brought a complete 

product, and corresponded to all the competences to which it was assigned in this research, 

and also performed various artistic and architectural functions. The extensive understanding 

of the product has only been established thanks to extensive research conducted throughout 

the year 2018. 

 The conclusion reached is that the product can easily move between different types 

of spaces, from those focused on art to the varied architectural spaces. 

 The flexibility of the varied functions that the product performs is given from the 

infinite possibilities of formal compositions. The work adapts physically to practically any type 

of space, being possible to fill these spaces totally or partially, being an insertion that, at a 

certain moment, presents itself as a work endowed with artistic autonomy and at another 

time, presents itself as an element architectural thanks to the coating function that it can 

perform. 

 It is known that there is a flexibility in the art to fulfill varied functions, it was concluded 

that the product can be inserted in the original form in spaces called "white cube", where it 

can play the role of two-dimensional work of art, and it can also be inserted in contemporary 

art spaces, where it can perform the function of artistic installation.  

 In architecture, the flexibility of functions is present in two moments: the first is when 

the product is inserted in urban spaces and presents itself as an urban intervention. The 

second is when the product is inserted in architectural spaces, and its intervention make 

possible to enhance the expression of the architectural support.  

 In addition, it was concluded that the product harmonizes aesthetically to all types of 

places that are inserted. This is due to the dichotomies present at various times:  

 

1-  In the materiality of the cement piece that opposes to the ephemeral painting. 

2- In the concept of chaos and disorder, (which arises from the random fixation of the 

pieces), and which are opposed to the pre-established mathematical order, present 

both in the geometry of each piece, and in the system of diagrams of the 

compositions. 



 

 

 

3- 3- In the opposition between the white square that expresses the unitary and 

immutable, and the blue color that has a symbolic character with the idea of 

immaterial and infinite. 

  Another issue observed in the product is the perfect aesthetic balance which has 

been reached. It was concluded that the aesthetic autonomy, present in each of the pieces, 

arises from the harmony between the measures of size and the abstract image of ephemeral 

character.  

 As a final conclusion, the work “Do Liquido ao Concreto” has a universal character, 

the research revealed that the product has autonomy to move between all types of spaces, 

ranging from spaces dedicated to art, to architectural spaces and urban spaces. In any type 

of insertion, the work adapts to the physical space and balances aesthetically with the whole, 

while also maintaining its artistic autonomy. 
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